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About This Game

Sharpen your sword to save Hallowford in this sequel to "The Hero of Kendrickstone!" Monstrous creatures prowl beneath the
streets of Hallowford. When the enigmatic Cryptkeepers Guild sends a call for adventurers, you must answer. You'll discover

secrets in the crypts that are better left hidden, and a revelation that will shake Hallowford to its very foundations.

Cryptkeepers of Hallowford is a 360,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Paul Wang, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Step into the role of a veteran adventurer in a high fantasy world. Sharpen your steel, prepare your spells, and practise your
silver tongue. Decide who to trust and who to betray. Discover lost secrets and forbidden magic. Ally with the powerful

Cryptkeepers Guild, the town watch, your fellow adventurers, or follow your own agenda. Save Hallowford, or engineer its
downfall for your own gain.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay or straight.

 Continue the story of your adventurer from The Hero of Kendrickstone or create a new character.
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 Play as a mighty warrior, or a smooth-tongued negotiator, a powerful mage, a stealthy infiltrator, or anything in
between.

 Amass ancient secrets and lost knowledge to give you an edge in and out of combat.

 Betray or befriend knights, guildmasters, and your fellow adventurers.

 Delve into the sprawling underground passages beneath the town of Hallowford.

 Be an altruistic hero, a cruel villain, or someone just looking to make a little gold.

Will you complete your quest and save the town? Or will you make enemies of the Cryptkeepers of Hallowford?
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Choice of Games
Publisher:
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fun game play but wish that you could play as the persians. Wow.

Audio is horrible.
Graphics are horrible.
Game is trash.

Play Heroes & Generals instead.

Seriously; this will give you cancer. I played for 5 minutes and the doc says it is terminal. I have 6 weeks. I wont even live to see
Bannerlord now.

Screw you FoW. Screw you.. A VERY worthy TRY in adventure games.

The games plot is really adventurous. You're an inventor that his brother is interested by Inquisition. The brother studies the
artifacts that an uncle sends all the time as presents. Because of those the brother is arrested by the Inquisition and the story
begins. In the start of the game you try to build the first flying machine ever and you finally do to escape the Inquisition. You try
to save your brother. You travel to South Spain where you come across a girl, a pirate Captain's daughter. You travel with them
and their ship was sunk by the Inquisition. The only survivors is you and the girl. You escape nearly to the pirates hide out and
from there to Africa to save the brother, in the legendary "Tripoli" city and from there to the desert and Zerzura,the Lost White
City, where they have the secret of immortality.

In your journey, you make inventions of the time trying to bypass things. The game is NOT difficult. For someone that has logic
and played some adventures it will be incredibly easy. I finished it in 12 ours with the hotspots on. Someone that will NOT use
the feature he'll may finish it in 14 hours. The game is really easy. Like many adventures of our time the game's target is to
travel us and entertain us, not to stuck us on a riddle.

A really minus is when the inquisition tries to arrest you several times and there you have time limit, as much the one move that
you have to think of. In any other case the character is murdered in front of your eyes and the game exits in the menus. Before
every scene of that kind there is an autosave and you just can press the Continue game option. So , don't bother. But the fact that
you'll die many times before you find the solution is really irritating.

The graphics are 3D from every perspective. A modern game. Though ,you'll not find the best textures, the picture quality is
really good and it even supports HD. There are NO cinematics in the cutscenes. That's a minus. Just the story teller that says
some words and hand drawn sketches but no complete pictures. Like a cutscene but no cutscene at all. Let's say they didn't want
to make the background just black in those few words that the storry teller says. Anyway, from every other perspective the
graphics are fine. When you take things or combine them , the style is like the older games. You just see the hands to move in
most cases.

The sounds are not the best but are really good. The quality is of the voices fair as much as the speaking. Ok with the music,too.

One thing that I liked much is the saves speed. You really could NOT say that you really were saving a game. You pressed ok
and it was instant. The computer never slowed down.

With an interesting story line and plot, good graphics, modern game features. I would say that we have to do with a very good
game. Some could take it aside "Lost Horizon" because of the plot. But the last one is really MORE... As much is older the
game promises more. "Lost Chronicles of Zerzura" in the other hand is made by people that make a good entry at this market.

But in any case you have to try it! It's really entertaining and the story line is sand box like,thing that make it really interesting!

HAVE FUN!. You must play this game.. I just had to try it.
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In short: doesn't do anything that Tabletop Simulator doesn't aready do and anything it does and anything it does it does worse.
It also feels more sluggish, the control scheme isn't good and it feels awkward to do basic things like grabbing multiple tokens
from a single bag.

Steam integration, an online profile and playing on browser just pasting a link to your friends is indeed a nice feature.

I'd play both TTS and this if this was free2play and had to pay for DLC to play forever.

But has SUBSCRIPTION! The devs are clearly out of their mind if they plan to charge monthly for something that another
software already does better charging only once. Not to mention that if you want to create anything you have a very limited
storage, a limited number of saved setups, a limited number of creations and if you want to have more space you have to pay
more.

Just stay away from this, TTS is just better in every single way. Just hoping things don't go as planned and the Tabletopia devs
change their minds about their business model, only then this might be a viable choice. For now this is just unthinkable.. OK
little game. The interface is a little difficult to use, and I am not sure the mechanics quite hang together in a fun way. Also
seemed very easy on standard.

The constraints on the zoom and view angles were pretty frustrating at times and it was hard to gather information easily.

Creative mechanics thiough. Personally I think I would have enjoyed a trading game more where the routes were persistent, and
this also would have ameliorated some of the interface and view problems. It is not good to make players keep interacting with
the weaker elements of your game again and again.. Great fun local and online already, and the potential to be even better. This
Early Access version is missing a bit of content (gamemodes), but the foundations for the game is already incredibly solid,
simplistic and downright fun. If you want to play a game with up to 8 people, has heaps of fun and the potential to be among the
best of party games, look no further!
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First, it's free.

Second, see it for what it is: it's a museum of sorts, a series of locations from the Deus Ex Universe.

It's not an game, it's an experience - you walk around looking at the world as though it really existed. That's it.

You certainly get your money's worth, and it looks better on some machines that others. I think it's a great demo, and I look
forward to playing VR games in worlds that are as detailed as this.. Refunded today...based on my comparison with The Golf
Club VR....I was looking for Golf Simulation...this is arcade golf with pretty pictures...If you want to play golf simulation...Golf
Club VR is the one to play... What I liked, it has tractors, it has farm animals.
What i disliked, it didnt work.
I read the reviews and thought it's non farming folk moaning because they dont know what to do.
I have been in farming I know what to do, just cant get the wretched game to do it.
Leave well alone.
If you want to farm its cheaper and less stressful to get an allotment!. A very good game. Really set the ground base for the
Creeper World series. If you played Creeper World 3 first on steam, this is worth a buy if only to see how the series began..
Elliot Quest has reaffirmed my belief that there are people in this world who still know how to make video games. Imagine
Zelda 2 without the flaws.. I don't have a lot of experience with these sorts of games, but I'll say this: this little adventure is a
delight, and I recommend it to anyone look for an afternoon or three worth of fun. The soundtrack is really nice, and it will
always hold a special place in my heart for bringing me a little bit of unqualified happiness. Strong recommend.. This is the
absolute BEST choose your own adventure game I hae ever played and I always have the biggest hard-on while playing this
game

8=========D. The majority of the time I can't tell which mechanics are intended or not, it seems broken in a fun kind of way.
If $7 is a big investment for you maybe wait until a bigger discount. If you like Spectraball you'll probably like this.
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